
CODE NO. 

1-32011-21 

ITEM 
Canon Datematic w/lens 40mm 

f2 .8 in case 

SPECIFICATIONS 
_Lens: Canon lens 40mm f 2.8, with 5 elements in 4 groups 
-Focusing: Superimposed image rangefinder 
-Distance Scale: 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 5m. and 00 on bottom of lens barrel. 

Zone focusing marks on top 
-Shutter: Programmed electronic shutter 
-Automatic Exposure Range: EV1 -17 with ASA 100 film 
-Film Speed Scale: ASA 25400 
_Filter Compensation: Automatic 
_Automatic Flash Mechanism: With the Canolite ED attached, the 

focused distance is coupled to the automatic exposure mechanism 
when the camera is set to "A". Guide numbers can be set for auto
matic flash operation when using ordinary flash units 

-Guide Number Scale: 14, 20, 28 (ASA 100 in meters). Do not use in
between settings 

_Flash Synchronization: X synchronization 
_Viewfinder: With parallax correction mark, field of view frame, date 

imprinting mark, rangefinder, combination battery check/ camera 
shake warning light 

-Film Winding: Single stroke 132 0
• Stand-off 30 0 

_Film Loading: Multi-slot take-up spool 
-Back Cover: Open pulling up the film rewind knob 
_Frame Counter: S, 0-37 . Automatically reset to "s" when the back 

cover is opened 
-Flash Shoe: Built-in. With direct synchronization contact 
-Date Imprinting Mechanism: .Built-in. Date to be imprinted is set with 

the dials on lens barrel 
-Date Indications: Year-74~ 83 ; 0~9, 0 (blank space) 

Month-O~ 12 , 0 (blank space) 
Day-O~ 31, 0 (blank space) 

-Dimensions: 118x75x59.5mm (4-5 / 8"x2-15 / 16"x2-5/ 16") 
_Weight: 440g. (15 .5 ozs.) 

Subject to change without notice. SG4-E1 
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ACCESSORIES 

DESCRIPTION 

Canolite ED 

Release 30 

~"'I"''''c,,,, 50 

Self Timer 8 

Hot Shoe Adaptor 

Canonet Hood 4 

Eveready Case for Datematic 

Neck Strap 4 with pad 

PLEASE NOTE: For further information on Canon 
Rangetinder accessories, please refer to the last page 
in this section. 
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